
Bamboozled 

As the reverberating shock of a loudly bursting economic bubble hit the nation, what 
appeared to be self-evident to those who had been paying attention...

Ah, shoot, let’s not even go there.  
Clearly, let’s face it: very few people had actually been paying attention.
What, through the process of a simple deduction, should have been self-evident?  
Was the fact that our country’s long-term stability would now depend upon a meticulous 

(and very intentional) avoidance or crisis-creating, profit-is-all, magical-growth-projecting 
business leaders.  What everyone should have agreed would be both assertively and plainly 
needed?  Was a purposeful move to steer clear of that soft-edged, fuzzily-deregulated world 
where a combination of self-interest and a lack in group-protective regulations had led our nation 
to the very brink of a Great Depression Era financial abyss.*  Perhaps even more manifest; 
perhaps even more necessary in days of a harshly punishing bursted-bubble reality?

Would be the deliberate empowerment of not free-market I-create-magic economists; not 
self-promoting pie-in-the-sky, click-your-heels-and-believe, “growth” projecting (I-take-mine-
off-the-top) leaders, but: 

Accountants.  
Simple 
boring
pocket-protector-wearing 
calculator-punching
one-plus-one-honestly-no-kidding-equals-two
mathematicians. 

	
 Because?
	
 Well, inside the many long years committed to a magically deregulated financing; inside 
the many long, intoxicating years piloted by an ever increasing supply of growth-projecting 
economists – well, evidently?  
	
 No one had been expected – seemingly hadn’t even known how – to answer for the actual 
dollar-by-dollar whereabouts of the handily promised and enthusiastically bell-the-cat-legislated 
Big Money disbursements.  Whirling about inside all of the no-holds-barred, modern-day 
economist thinking; tumbling about inside all of the excitingly administered everybody-get-on-
board-and-trust-the-rich-to-save-the-poor optimism which had, then, so very handily enabled the 
many strategically thickening smoke screens to both encircle and camouflage Biggest Money 
payouts?
	
 Well, inside all of that glittering, distracting razzle-dazzle:

Who could be expected to keep track of the actual funding?  
Unhappily – oh, but maybe not all that surprisingly.  Even after the painful deflation of a 

magically unfounded economic bubble, what our country needed and what it could, amazingly, 
even in years of a painfully ongoing recession, still be bamboozled into taking...

Turned out to be two very different things. 

*Some financial analysts argue that: Due to the fact that the majority of those who intentionally defrauded the 
market were never directly held to account – well, with so many willing-to-swindle players still in power, they will 
simply continue to weaken the financial system so that our nation’s next economic failure will not only be inevitable, 
but will come at an even more painful price. 


